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Introducción
Una de las mayores preocupaciones para los diseñadores de sistemas electrónicos es
el consumo de dispositivos. El bajo consumo reduce el precio de encapsulamiento y
radiadores, y aumenta la autonomía y fiabilidad. Para los sistemas que utilizan
baterías, el bajo consumo significa una vida más larga de la misma, menor precio del
sistema y gran autonomía para los dispositivos móviles. La movilidad más alta es
algo que se exige más y más cada día por los usuarios que quieren trabajar el mayor
tiempo posible sin conexión con la red eléctrica. Una solución podría ser una batería
más grande, pero esto significa más peso y menor movilidad. Entonces, la única
solución será reducir el consumo del dispositivo.
Una de las técnicas utilizadas últimamente que disminuyen el consumo de
microprocesadores es Escalado Dinámico de Tensión (Dynamic Voltage Scaling o
DVS). Este método está basado en el hecho de que la parte mayor del consumo de
microprocesadores depende de la tensión de alimentación como una función
cuadrática:

2 f
P ∝ CV DD

(1a)

donde C es capacidad equivalente, VDD es la tensión del núcleo y f es la frecuencia
del reloj del sistema. Esta dependencia está basada en el modelo de una puerta
lógica, donde la entrada de la puerta está presentada como un condensador. Por
conmutación de la señal de la entrada, este condensador se carga y descarga y, por
eso, la energía perdida es proporcional a la energía el condensador cuando está
cargado.
Por tiempos de retraso de circuitos digitales, hay correlación entre la tensión mínima
de alimentación y la frecuencia máxima del reloj de sistema y se puede representar
como:

td = k

VDD
(VDD − Vth )

α

∝

1
f MAX

(2a)

Donde k, Vth y α son constantes que dependen de la tecnología de circuitos CMOS.
Por eso, para cada valor de la tensión de la fuente de alimentación existe una
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frecuencia mínima del reloj de sistema, que garantice operaciones correctas del
sistema digital.
Escalado Dinámico de Tensión (DVS) es la técnica que ofrece un ajuste de la tensión
y de la frecuencia dependiendo de requisitos de tareas activas durante el tiempo de
ejecución. Este ajuste se puede implementar de manera que se aproveche de los
tiempos muertos de CPU, Figura 1a, o se puede reducir la velocidad de las tareas
activas, Figura 2a.

Figura 1a – DVS utilizando los tiempos muertos de CPU

Figura 2a – DVS bajando la velocidad de las tareas activas

En el primer caso, tiempo muerto significa que la tarea activa se puede realizar con
frecuencia más baja y por tanto la tensión de la alimentación se puede bajar también,
Figura 1a. De esta manera, cada tarea estará realizada con la pareja de tensión y
frecuencia apropiada para bajar el consumo sin reducción de prestaciones, utilizando
todo el tiempo disponible.
La secunda solución está basada en el intercambio entre el tiempo de ejecución y
ahorro de energía. Utilizando frecuencias bajas del reloj de CPU, y por tanto
tensiones bajas de la fuente de alimentación, el tiempo de ejecución de tareas subirá,
pero la energía de consumo bajará.
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En los dos casos, los cambios de tensiones y frecuencias deberían ser rápidos para
que no sean vistos por usuarios de sistema. El tiempo de transición necesario debería
ser insignificante comparando con el tiempo de ejecución de las tareas activas. Por
estas demandas, es necesario que exista comunicación entre el microprocesador y la
fuente de alimentación con idea de que el microprocesador debería ser consciente
cuando la transición esté acabada. La fuente de alimentación debería ser
suficientemente rápida para apoyar estos cambios.
La idea de DVS ya está demostrada en algunos productos comerciales como los
microprocesadores Crusoe y Efficieon de Transemta [1]. Estos microprocesadores
están hechos para aplicaciones de bajo consumo y utilizan pasos de 33MHz para el
reloj de sistema y escalones de 25 mV para la tensión del nucleó de CPU. La
aplicación principal donde se pueden utilizar estos microprocesadores es en la
descodificación de una imagen de video, aplicación en la cual ya se saben los
patrones de actividad.
INTEL desarrolló su idea de DVS a través de “SpeedStep” y “Enhanced SpeedStep”.
La primera implementación, “SpeedStep”, funcionó con sólo dos tensiones y
frecuencias. La tensión y frecuencia más alta (1.7V y 1GHz) se utilizaban en el caso
de un ordenador del usuario conectado con la red eléctrica, y la tensión y frecuencia
más baja (1.1V y 500MHz) si el ordenador se alimenta desde su batería. Utilizando
esta técnica es posible reducir el consumo de 34W hasta 8.1W [2]. La segunda
solución utiliza varias tensiones y niveles de frecuencia para conservar la vida de
batería mientras se mantiene el nivel alto de prestaciones. La tensión máxima para
CPU es 1.4V y se utiliza con el reloj de 1.2GHz. Utilizando esta técnica, se alcanza un
consumo medio de 22W. Para los valores mínimos de la tensión y de la frecuencia
(1.1V y 700MHz) se necesita no más de 7W [3]
Otra solución para la técnica de DVS viene de AMD. Su implementación se llama
“PowerNow!”. El rango de las tensiones para el núcleo es de 1.4V hasta 1.8V,
mientras la frecuencia se puede cambiar de 200MHz hasta 500MHz. Utilizando esta
solución es posible alcanzar hasta un 75% de ahorros de energía [4].
Con respecto a otras implementaciones de la idea de DVS, en [5-9] se puede ver que
los ahorros de energía varían entre 10% y más que 70%, dependiendo sobre todo de
la cantidad de trabajo que sea necesaria.
Aparentemente, esta técnica ofrece muy buenos resultados, pero todavía, hay
problemas que resolver (uno de ellos puede ser el conjunto finito de frecuencias de
CPU). Hay cuatro partes importantes para implementar DVS en un sistema con
microprocesador:
• Software (SW), incluyendo el sistema operativo y aplicaciones
• Fuente de alimentación (PS) que pueda generar las tensiones en un rango
apropiado,
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• Hardware (HW) que pueda funcionar en rango amplio de tensiones y
• DVS scheduler que elija la pareja de tensión y frecuencia apropiada, Figure 3a.

Figura 3a – Componentes importunes de un sistema de EDT
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El objetivo del proyecto
El proyecto está motivado por las implementaciones de EDT mencionadas. El
objetivo del proyecto es la implementación de un algoritmo de EDT para un
microprocesador disponible comercialmente y la validación de la idea midiendo el
consumo de energía.
El algoritmo propuesto se basa en un trade-off entre el tiempo de ejecución de la
aplicación y la energía de consumo del microprocesador. Este trabajo propone un
control del tiempo de ejecución usando los datos estadísticos obtenidos durante la
actividad de la aplicación probada. Indirectamente, controlando el tiempo de
ejecución también se controla la energía consumida. Un tiempo de ejecución más
largo proporciona un menor consumo de la CPU.
Para implementar el sistema era necesario hacer el modelo del sistema que
representa relaciones entre el tiempo de ejecución de la aplicación activa y la
frecuencia del reloj de la CPU. Cuando el modelo estuvo hecho, el algoritmo de DVS
se desarrolló e implementó en la plataforma.
Todas las pruebas se realizaron como las aplicaciones del “mundo real” para ver qué
rango de ahorro de energía se podía obtener utilizando la propuesta técnica.
Finalmente, se discute sobre la influencia de algunas variables del sistema como el
slew rate de la fuente de alimentación, el período de los cambios de la tensión y
frecuencia, etc., en las prestaciones del sistema y la energía consumida por la CPU.
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Introduction

Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) is a technique that offers adjustment of the voltage
and the frequency depending on the task requirements during the execution time.
This adjustment can be done in a way that it takes advantage of CPU’s idle times
(Figure 1) or by slowing down the running processes (Figure 2).
Proposed DVS
System

Idle times

speed

execution
Intensive task

workload

Excess of performance

Low latency

time

Figure 1 – DVS using CPU’s idle times

Figure 2 – DVS by slowing down the running process

In the first case, if there is latency, that means that associated task can be executed at
lower frequency and therefore the supply voltage can be reduced, according to
Figure 1. In this way, each task will be executed with the appropriate pair of supply
voltage and clock frequency to reduce power consumption as much as possible
without reducing performance, by using all the available time for each task.
The second solution is based on the trade-off between the execution time and the
power savings. By using lower frequencies of the CPU clock, and therefore lower
supply voltages, application’s execution time will increase, but the energy
consumption will be lower.
In both cases, all voltage/frequency changes should be done very fast, in order not to
be seen by the user of the system. The transition times needed by these changes
should be negligible comparing to the execution time of the running applications.
Due to this demand, it is necessary to exist a communication between the
microprocessor and the power supply with idea that the microprocessor should be
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aware when the transition is over. The power supply should be sufficiently fast to
support these changes, as well.
The idea of DVS is already shown in commercial products as Transmeta’s
microprocessors Crusoe and Efficeon [1]. These microprocessors are specially made
for low power design and use steps of 33MHz for the system clock and steps of
25mV for the CPU’s core voltage. The main application where those microprocessors
use this ability is decoding of video image, an application with already known
activity patterns.
INTEL developed its idea of DVS technique through “SpeedStep” and “Enhanced
SpeedStep”. The first implementation, “SpeedStep”, worked with only two voltages
and frequencies for the core. Higher voltage and frequency (1.7V and 1GHz) were
used in case that the user’s laptop is connected to electric red, and lower
voltage/frequency (1.1V and 500MHz) if the computer’s battery is used. Using this
technique it is possible to reduce power consumption from 34W to 8.1 W [2]. The
second solution uses several voltage and frequency levels in order to conserve
battery life while maintaining a high level of performance. Maximum voltage and
frequency of CPU is 1.4V and 1.2GHz, respectively, and average consumption is
22W. For the minimum values of voltage and frequency (1.1V and 700 MHz) it is
necessary no more than 7W [3].
Another solution for DVS technique comes from AMD. Their implementation is
called “PowerNow!”. The range of core voltages is from 1.4V to 1.8V, and the
frequency can be changed from 200MHz to 500MHz. Using their solution it is
possible to achieve up to 75% of energy savings [4].
Concerning other implementations of the DVS idea, in [5-9] can be seen that the
achieved power savings vary from 10% to more than 70%, depending mainly on the
necessary workload.
Apparently, this technique offers some praiseworthy results, but, still, there are
issues to be solved (one of the problems to implement a DVS algorithm, DVS
scheduler, can be finite set of CPU frequencies). There are four important
components for implementing DVS in a microprocessor system:
• Software (SW), including the operating system and applications
• Power Supply (PS) that can generate the range of appropriate voltages,
• Hardware (HW) that can operate over a wide voltage range and
• DVS scheduler that decides the operating point (voltage-frequency), Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – Important components of one DVS system
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The objective of the project
This project is motivated by the aforementioned implementations of DVS technique.
The objective of this project is implementation of one DVS algorithm on
commercially available microprocessor and validation of the idea through the
measurements of consumed energy.
The proposed algorithm is based on the trade-off between the application’s
execution time and the energy consumed by the microprocessor. This work proposes
a control of the execution time using the statistics data collected during the activity
of the tested application. Indirectly, by controlling the execution time the consumed
energy is controlled as well. Longer execution time provides less energy demanded
by the CPU.
In order to implement this system it was needed to make the system’s model that
depicts relationship between execution time of a running application and CPU’s
clock frequency. Once, when this model was obtained, the algorithm for DVS was
developed and implemented on the platform.
All tests were conducted on “real world” applications with idea to see what range of
power savings can be obtained with this technique.
Finally, it is discussed about the influence of some system’s variables like power
supply’s slew rate, period of voltage/frequency changes etc. on system performance
and energy consumed by the CPU.
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Important segments of one DVS system

I.

Microprocessor

Speaking about a microprocessor for a DVS system, there are two important data to
be looked. The first one is to see if the CPU can change its frequency of the system
clock, and the other is to determine the supply’s voltage for each possible frequency.
The information about the minimum voltage for corresponding frequency usually
can be found in the Designer’s guide for the CPU, or the system user can perform set
of experiments using a test bench. If the voltage is determined by the set of
experiments, the test bench should be made of the applications that represent typical
activity of the user, and for each possible frequency of the system clock, the voltage
should be lowered until the applications function correctly. In [10] is presented a
system with a microprocessor which cannot change the frequency of the clock
internally, so it is done by external oscillator. Due to necessary synchronization
between CPU, memory and its peripheral devices, sometimes it is not possible to be
done externally.
In the next paragraphs is presented short overview of microprocessors that can be
used for the implementation of a DVS system.

I.1

Transmeta’s Crusoe and Efficeon

In this family of processors pairs of core’s voltage and frequency can be changed in
seven different values. For the example, in the Table 1 are presented some values for
TM5800-1000-ULP.
This family of microprocessors is specially designed for low power applications. In
order to assure low consumption, those microprocessors use special power manager
called LongRun, which can adjust microprocessor’s frequency on the fly. This power
manager tries to pick just the right clock’s frequency needed to run the application,
no more and no less.
Once, when the frequency/voltage pair is selected, the CPU needs to change current
frequency by changing the value of processor clock multiplier to generate
appropriate frequency. The value of this multiplier is multiplied with input
frequency of 66MHz [11]. During frequency changes there should not be any activity
in the system. Hence, before any frequency change any memory or I/O
communication via PCI bus must be halted, and then PLL must relock to new
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Core Voltage

Range of Supported
Operating Frequencies

1.8 V

500-200 MHz

1.7 V

450-200 MHz

1.6 V

400-200 MHz

1.5 V

350-200 MHz

1.4 V

300-200 MHz

1.7 V

450-200 MHz

1.6 V

400-200 MHz

1.5 V

350-200 MHz

1.4 V

300-200 MHz

1.6 V

400-200 MHz

1.5 V

350-200 MHz

1.4 V

300-200 MHz

AMD-K6-IIIE+450APZ

AMD-K6-IIIE+400xTZ

Table 2 – Possible voltage and frequency values for processors from AMD family

This technology is easily accessed and controlled through the Enhanced Power
Management (EPM) 16-byte I/O block [14].
The Enhanced Power Management Register (EPMR) is a model-specific register (MSR). It
is used to map and enable access to the EPM 16-byte I/O block.
By modifying the EPM block, the operating system (OS) can change the voltage and
settings of the bus frequency multiplier.

Figure 4 – Block schematic of PowerNow! Implementation for AMD family of microprocessors
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The external VID [4:0] pins are routed to an external programmable voltage regulator
to modify the core voltage, and 3-bit value of BF sets frequency multiplier for the
CPU’s clock, Figure 4. The only thing needed by this technology is a driver that will
control these changes. Through the implementation of this driver it is possible to
implement various algorithms for DVS. The user is not limited to only one, predefined, like in Transmeta’s case.
Using this technology it is possible to achieve up to 70% of energy savings [4], Figure
5.
PowerNow technology is meant to be used for mobile chips. A variation of this
technology, called Cool’n’Quiet, is used in AMD’s Athlon 64. Although they are
similar, they are not the same, due to their aim. PowerNow is used for power
reduction in order to increase laptop battery life, while Cool’n’Quiet is used in
desktop computers, reducing over all power consumption and lower heat
generation, allowing slower, thus quieter, cooling fan operation.

I.3

Intel’s XScale

This family of microprocessors has two microprocessors that could be used for DVS
technique, XScale PXA255 and XScale 80200. For both processors the information
about the core’s frequency is in Clock core configuration register [15]. This register
contains information about the frequency multiplier that is used. The difference
between XScale PXA255 and XScale 80200 lies in the frequency of the bus that is used
for the CPU-memory communication. PXA255 changes the frequency of this bus by
changing the frequency of its core, while the bus frequency of XScale 80200 is
constant.

Operating @

Operating @

Operating @

Operating @

333MHz

400MHz

600MHz

733MHz

80200M733

1.0 V – 1.5 V

1.1 V – 1.5 V

1.3 V – 1.5 V

1.5 V ± 5%

80200M600

1.1 V – 1.5 V

1.3 V – 1.5 V

1.5 V ± 5%

-

80200M400

1.1 V – 1.3 V

1.3 V ± 5%

-

-

Microprocessor

80200M200

1.1 V ± 5% at 200MHz

Table 3 – Voltage Range requirements for different Processors from Intel’s 80200 family

The voltage changes must be done by external power supply, and there is not any
special port to send the information about the desired voltage. This part of system’s
interface is left to the user and some general-purpose I/O pins can be used for its
realization.
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Figure 5 – Power consumption of an AMD processor with and without PowerNow! Technology

I.4

ARM

Although this family, so far, does not have any specialized microprocessor for DVS
technique in [10] was shown that it is possible to implement this system applying all
changes externally.
The block scheme is shown in Figure 6. As it can be seen, core’s voltage and
frequency are bounded through the relationship of supply voltage and frequency of
oscillations of the ring oscillator. The desired frequency is written by DVS algorithm,
and the voltage is set to the value that guarantees that the desired frequency is the
same as the frequency of the ring oscillator.
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Figure 6 – Block scheme of the DVS system for ARM processor [10]

Due to this solution it is possible to change frequency from 5MHz to 80MHz in
5MHz increments, and the voltage is set automatically.
Depending on the type of application, power savings were between 11% and 78%
[10].

II. Power Supply
The main goal of the DVS strategy is to obtain energy savings so battery life can be
prolonged and decrease energy consumption. Therefore, power supply is an
important component of a DVS system, as the part that insures voltage changing,
which is the essence of the DVS concept. In order to design a power supply for any
DVS application, it is necessary to know demanding transition times, power
consumption, range of voltages in which microprocessor will work etc. In fact,
power supply should be designed according to the specifications of microprocessor.
Naturally, during design process there are some trade-off decisions that need to be
made, mostly considered about the inductance and the output capacitor. Another
problem that needs to be solved is the power supply control. This control needs to
assure fast transition between two voltage levels with accuracy, fast current response
and low ripple in the steady state.
The global idea of DVS relies on the assumption that voltage and frequency of the
microprocessor can be changed when a running process demands it. These changes
must be fast in order to have no influence on time constraints of applications that are
executed. Thus, the speed of voltage transition is one of the important issues for DVS
systems. The purpose of DVS is to have the processor working all the time, with
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voltages/speeds that correspond to the workload of each moment. Time for voltage
and frequency changes must be negligible compared to the duration of running
application. If this is not the case, our system can be in situation that it spends more
time waiting for the voltage change than to run a task. In this situation, power
savings cannot be expected. During design process, designer should keep in mind
that there is maximum speed of voltage change. This speed is conditioned by the
technological process in which CMOS technology for processor was made. Possible
problems are latch up, during transition from high to low value, and false logic,
when voltage is changing from low to high level [10].
The voltage changes cannot be done without energy losses. Because of this, a
tracking energy concept has been introduced [16]. That is the energy lost during the
voltage change. If the changes of the working point are frequent, these energy losses
can have influence on total system performance.
There are two more aspects needed to be considered during the design of the power
supply, in order to guarantee correct processor work: loop for zero error positioning
of output voltage and small output voltage ripple. This is related with election of
appropriate capacitor and inductor on the converter’s output. In [17] correlation between
tracking time and selection of the components for the output filter is explained. During the
design of the converter for a DVS system there is a trade off which needs to be solved. For
fast tracking times and low tracking energy it is necessary to have low output capacitance,
and usually big inductance, but these leads to the problem of the static regulation and
dynamic regulation under load current variations. The first problem is obvious (higher
capacitance, lower ripple), and cause for the second is that big inductance cannot “follow”
current changes of the load, so the current comes mainly from the capacitance, which makes
output voltage to drop, in the beginning.
For high performance DVS systems design of the power supply has crucial
importance. If the design is not correctly done high penalties can be paid (switching
losses, tracking energy, tracking time), which can lead to low power savings.
Having all this in mind and that each component of the system must contribute to
the power savings, the power supply needs to fulfil following requirements:
• High efficiency over the whole voltage/power operating range
• Good static regulation
• Good dynamic regulation (low transient times)
• Low tracking energy
In the next paragraphs is presented short overview of power supplies that can be
used for the implementation of a DVS system.
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II.1 Power Supply with a delay line
As aforementioned, depending on the supply voltage, time delays in logical circuits
are higher or lower and due to these delays, for each supply voltage, system has a
maximum frequency of system clock. The solution from [18] uses this idea to
accommodate the supply’s voltage according to system’s clock frequency without
any off-line setting. In Figure 7 the block diagram of the solution is presented.

Figure 7 – Block scheme of the DVS power supply based on delay line

The speed detector, which consists of three data lines, is a key idea in this solution.
All three lines receive the same data from the Test Data Generator, but in two lines
data are sent delayed according to the third, no delay, line (the first line is delayed
for ∆t and the second for 1.03∆t). The delay of ∆t is due to the delay through the
Critical Path Replica and the delay of the 0.03 ∆t is due to the non-inverting buffer.
Both delays depend on the power supply’s voltage.
At the end of these lines there is data comparator, which makes decision if current
voltage should be changed. If the power supply voltage is high enough, the data on
all three lines will be the same at each rising edge of the clock. This means that
voltage is sufficiently high and it can be decreased until it reaches the minimal one
for the applied frequency (the output of the output data comparator is -1).
When the data is the same on the line with ∆t delay and on the “no delay” line,
voltage is optimal for the given frequency and shouldn’t be changed (the output of
the output data comparator is 0). In the case when on the rising edge of the system
clock there is no same data on the delay lines and on the direct line, output voltage is
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too low, and it should be increased (the output of the output data comparator is +1).
Timing controller is the part that serves for setting time response, and more about
this can be found in [17]. The slew rate of converter’s voltage that was achieved with
this solution is around 18 V/ms, which is not very fast.
This solution is very similar to the one from [10], having in mind that the core’s
voltage is implicitly adapted thanks to its correlation with time delay in logical
circuits.

II.2 Power Supply with classical PID compensator
One of the requirements for the DVS converter was high efficiency factor in all
working points. Thinking in this way, in [19] zero voltage quasi-square wave
converter is used. Additional contribution of this paper is the solution for
adjustments of dead time in the real time. Figure 8 presents the configuration for
DVS supply that is presented in [19].
The control in this system is strictly digital, and for the controller in the loop two
different solutions are shown. The first one is with bang-bang control and the second
one is classical PID regulator. For fast time responses, bang-bang controller is not
suitable, because in period of floop (frequency when the value of the register for PWM
is refreshed) it can change voltage only for the difference of the least significant bit in
the register where the duty ratio is saved. With a PID regulator it is not the case. This
is shown in tests where the slew rate with bang-bang controller was 12.5 V/ms, and
with PID regulator about 30 V/ms. The authors of this solution discussed about the
drawbacks of digital control which was used. Because of the high clock frequencies
which were applied to the counters (and as a consequence of this high power
consumption) they suggested to use converter in two working modes. The converter
would use this digital loop only to set the reference during the voltage change.

Figure 8 – Voltage supply for DVS technique presented in [19]
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II.3 Power Supply with bang-bang control
Simple control of a DVS converter is shown in [20]. The regulation is carried out as a
“bang-bang“ control, Figure 9. For each frequency there is tolerable time delay in
digital circuits. The idea is to maintain that time delay between some margins. Such
being the case, voltage of the power supply must be changed in some margins, as
well. When the voltage hits the maximum value (when the time delay has
minimum), it starts to decrease, until time delay hits the maximum value. For this
application modified Watkins-Johnson converter was used. Slew rate that was
achieved is 0.17 V/µs.

Figure 9 – Time diagrams of core’s voltage and time delays of logic gates for a DVS system which uses a
power supply with bang-bang control

II.4 Power Supply with minimal transition time
This converter offers the speed of slew rate less then 2V/µs, which is far the fastest
transition that could be found in the papers, Figure 10. The control of this device is
digital and it is implemented in a FPGA chip.
One of the most important parts of this power supply is certainly the algorithm for
voltage changing [17], [21]. The algorithm is based on the Maximum Principle
(Pontriagyn’s Principle). It can be proved that in order to achieve minimum
transition time it is necessary only to use the maximum and the minimum voltage on
the input of the output filter. In other words, transition from one voltage to another
in minimum time is guaranteed by on and off periods of the switches.
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Figure 10 – Time diagrams of output voltage and inductor’s current for the power supply based on the
minimal transition time

II.5 Commercially available Power Supplies
Some hardware platforms, which could be used for DVS technique, already have
power supplies that are installed. Until know, there are two which are usually used.
Both of them are from Maxim, MAX1718 and MAX1702.
The first one receives the information about the desired voltage as a 5-bit datum, and
it is meant to be connected directly to the CPU. According to its datasheet, the slew
rate of this converter is 2.5V/ms, which is extremely slow. The second drawback of
this supply that its interface needs, at least, 5 I/O pins of CPU, and, sometimes, this
can be high price to pay.
MAX1702 is specialized power supply for microprocessor-based systems. It has three
outputs. The 3.3V output is used to supply I/O pins and peripherals, the output of a
step-down DC-DC converter to supply the processor’s core form 0.7V to 2.4V and the
last one is the output of another step-down DC-DC converter to supply the system’s
memory with 1.8V, 2.5V or 3.3V. Usually, the voltage of the processor’s core is set by
simple resistor divisor, but it can be changed dynamically as on the Arcom’s Viper
board [22].

III. DVS Scheduler
Changes in microprocessor voltage and frequency need some kind of “intelligence”
in the system, so that the operating point is changed at the appropriate times. That
smart part of the system is the DVS Scheduler. Its role is to supervise the system and
collect data in order to make appropriate decisions. There are several possible ways
to assort schedulers. The easiest one is to distinguish schedulers according to their
feasibility to be used in real time (RT) systems. Schedulers not feasible for RT
systems are based on statistics they collect during the execution time (number of idle
cycles, number of cache misses…) and later they use them to adjust voltage and
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frequency to the values that should guarantee low power consumption. The problem
with these schedulers is that they are trying to predict future based on the
measurements from the past. This is the reason why sometimes they are called
“history algorithms”. Obviously, they cannot be used for RT systems.
The schedulers for RT systems always take into account time constraints of each
running task. Depending on whether the changes are done after finishing each task
or during the task execution, there are inter-task or intra-task approaches,
respectively. In the case of intra-task scheduling, the voltage/frequency pair should
be changed during run time, so it is necessary to include additional code in the task.
It is done in the compiling part of the project. Because of this, these techniques are
sometimes referred to as compiler assisted [23]. For the inter-task changes, the easiest
way is to let the operating system take the decisions.
It is very important to have in mind that there is no a unique “best technique” for
changing the speed. Depending on the application, some techniques can provide
better or worse results.

III.1 Schedulers based on history of application activity
We can use these algorithms for voltage and frequency prediction in systems which
are not real time, and which do not need fast responses. They are usually based on
assumption that the activity in the next “time window” will be the same as in the
previous. It is very easy to see that these algorithms have many problems in the
situations when they are applied in systems where are present great oscillations in
the CPU’s activity. In those situations, our system is going to be always late with
decision for next working point and, therefore, it can be reflected on user’s late
interactive response, or some other important decision.
In following paragraphs, there are short descriptions of several history-based
algorithms.

III.1.1 Bounded-delay limited-past (PAST) algorithm
This algorithm was proposed in [24]. PAST attempts to set good speed of CPU
calculating how busy was the last interval of time (length of this time interval is
specified depending of the system, between 10 and 50 milliseconds). The first part of
the code calculates what percent of the time interval was useful (run_percents).
Then, assumption that there is going to be same number of useful cycles and idle
cycles in the next time period as it was in the previous is made. Next step is to
calculate how many cycles need to be left over from the next time period, due to bad
decision (next_excess, excess_cycles). If the number of excess cycles is too big, then
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CPU is set to work with full power, and if it is not, than speed is changed for certain
amount in order to have CPU busy all time, to lose idle times.
As it is said in [25], for a simple algorithm, PAST does surprisingly well, but sill it
cannot work with “aggressive” systems, mostly because of the assumption that the
future is going to be like the past, and because of that, this algorithm looks in the
past only one interval. Another problem with this algorithm is that as the interval we
observe rises the delays rise and power savings falls. On the other hand, if we make
time interval to small, we will change CPU speed to often and with lot of mistakes,
so his working points will have great oscillations, with low power savings.
Reported energy savings achieved with this algorithm are up to 50%

III.1.2 Pattern algorithm
Sometimes it is possible to find some patterns that are repeating in the earlier power
consumption trace [25]. We need to divide run_percent range into several intervals.
For example, interval A can be one in which run_percent is between 0 and 0.25, type
B is interval from 0.25 to 0.5, and types C and D are defined in similar way. Then if,
for example, the most recent run_percents are 0 → 0.13 → 0.28 → 0.33 → 0.52
→ 0.79, this would correspond to the pattern AABBCD. We specify the length of the
pattern we are going to search, and when we find such pattern in the trace, we make
prediction that the next state is going to be the same as the next state of the used
pattern. The problem is to find the length of the pattern that we need to find in the
trace, what is the length of the trace we need to save and what to do if do not find
pattern in the trace. One of the variations of this algorithm is assuming that power
consumption is, more or less, periodic, so to find the part of the period which is the
same (inside some tolerance) as the pattern we have.
Using this algorithm it is possible to achieve between 20% and 80% [25].

III.1.3 Algorithm based on decomposition of CPU’s load
The proposed algorithm in [26] is based on the trade-off between the execution time
and the power savings. Lower frequencies of the CPU clock, and therefore lower
supply voltages, lead to increased application’s execution time, but the energy
consumption will be lower.
By decomposition of the CPU’s workload it is possible to distinguish the time which
application needs to perform the set of instructions which are executed inside the
CPU only and the time spent by application in communication between the CPU and
the memory. By knowing the ratio of these two times, and how the frequency
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III.2.1 Cycle conserving algorithm
Before the end of a running process, we cannot say anything about the time it needs,
so it is very natural to make very conservative assumption, that it will use his worstcase execution time. Every time when the process finishes earlier and gives us a little
more time then it is planned, we can change operating frequency, because there is no
need to work faster then it is necessary.
For EDF scheduling scheme it is very simple to implement this idea. First, it is
C
necessary to define utility factor of a process. For process i utility factor is Ui= i (Ci
Ti
and Ti have been defined before). Now, it can be performed next pseudo code.
select frequency():
use lowest freq.
such that
upon task release(Ti):
set Ui to Ci/Pi
select frequency();
upon task completion(Ti ):
set Ui to cci/Pi

/* cci is the actual cycles used this invocation */

select frequency();

cci is actual execution time for process i, and the {f1, f2, … , fm} are possible CPU
frequencies. Article [29] contains detailed explanation of this algorithm and how it is
implemented for a RM scheduled system. This technique can prevail up to 48% of
energy saving in one EDF scheduled system [29].

III.2.2 Look Ahead algorithm (only for EDF schemes)
Previous algorithm assumes the worst possible situation, and if something is
finished earlier then reduces the speed. With Look Ahead has been tried to make a
little look into future and to postpone some processes as much as possible, in order
to work with a minimum frequency [29]. Main idea is that the process with the
highest priority should work until it ends, and that process with the lowest priority
should wait as much as possible. Whenever we make assumption about the utility
factor we presume worst case, i.e. that all processes work with the worst case time,
and that we need to leave them space to finish their tasks, so the decision is
pessimistic.
The pseudo code is the following one:
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select_ frequency(x):
use lowest freq.
x ≤ fi / fm
such that
upon task release(Ti):
set c_lefti=Ci
defer();
during task_execution(Ti):
decrement c_lefti;
defer();
set U = C1 / P1 + ... + C n / Pn ;
set s=0;

{

for i=1 to n, Ti ∈ T1 ,..., Tn D1 ≥ ... ≥ D n

}

set U=U-Ci/Pi;
set x = max(0, c_lefti-(1-U)(Di-Dn));
set U=U+(c_lefti-x)/(Di-Dn);
set s=s+x;
select_frequency (s/(Dn-current_time));
Where x is a number of the cycles which needs to be executed before the earliest
deadline, after the process with the highest priority
This algorithm has a problem similar to the one in Cycle Conserving algorithm.
When the process ends, it is necessary to change deadline, and to use new value for
deadline of this process.
It is easy to see that the algorithms guarantee schedulability of the running
processes. This algorithm is calculating utility factor for every moment of execution,
and the idea is to reschedule this factor in time, so all task can be scheduled. Of
course, this is possible only if they could be scheduled before applying DVS.
As a consequence of postponing the task with minimum priority level we can be in
situation to work a long period of time with a maximum speed in order to end before
deadline, and in those situations there will not be great power savings. Simulator
results, which are presented in [29], ensure that this algorithm gains more then 50%
of energy savings.

III.2.3 Algorithm based on properties of processed data (MPEG)
In some applications if we know the properties of data we process, like size of data
block and approximate complexity of calculation, we can make decision about the
voltage and frequency based on analyses of that information. This kind of algorithms
are good for applications like MPEG and MP3 coding and decoding. The main idea
will be explained on the MPEG decoding, [30].
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A standard MPEG stream is composed of three types of compressed frames: I, P and
B. “I” frames has information about one picture, while “P” and “B” frames are used
for motion prediction and interpolation techniques between two successive “I”
frames. Because of this it is clear that “I” frames are the biggest, and that ”P” and “B”
frames need much more calculations then “I” frame. Frames could be passed with
different frequencies, i.e. frames per second. Standard values for this variable are:
23.976, 24, 25, 29.27, 30, 50, 59.94 and 60 frames per second. If the system is too fast
for the selected frame speed, the decoder sets working mode to DELAY-PHASE, in
order to make delay between successive frames. In the other hand, if the system is
slow the decoder needs to skip some frames. Depending on the system slowness
there are three different phases: B-PHASE, P-PHASE and I-PHASE. In the B-PHASE
decoder discards some of the “B” frames, if this is not sufficient decoder skips some
“P” frames, and that is P-PHASE. If even this is not good enough, then decoder starts
to skip “I” frames, I-PHASE. In [30] there are two methods that are proposed for
MPEG systems.

III.2.3.1 Delay and Drop Rate Minimizing Algorithm
Delay and Drop rate represent the main characteristics of the MPEG decoder. The
ideal situation is to have Delay rate equal to zero and Drop rate too, this would mean
that system is working with optimal speed. This algorithm tries to minimize both of
these values. The pseudo code is the following.
static void scale-voltage-delay( )
{
/*voltage is set to maximum voltage*/
if((phase==I-PHASE) | | (phase ==P-PHASE))
set-max-voltage ( ) ;
else if (phase == B-PHASE)
{
/* scale up voltage */
current_voltage = current_voltage+ drop_rate*increase_factor;
set-voltage(current-voltage);
}
else if(phase == DELAY-PHASE)
{
if(delay<lOO) /*keep current voltage*/
return;
else { /* scale down voltage */
current_voltage =current_voltage - delay*decrease_factor;
set_voltage (current_voltage) ;
}
}
}
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III.2.3.2 Algorithm for predicting MPEG Decoding time
Previous algorithm is based on analyse of history, and sometimes doesn't work well,
because MPEG decoding is RT application, and workload vary in time. These
variations are present because of the different frame types and different scenes (static
scenes and scenes with a movement). Before starting explanation of algorithm, it is
necessary to define some variables:
• Weight_factor is used for controlling the relative weight of the most recent and
past history of decoding time
• Balance_factor measures gap between the predicted workload and measured
workload. If the Balance_factor is zero predictions is correct, if it is positive, then
prediction causes delay by overestimating workload. If the value is negative then
workload is underestimated
• DTPB is decoding time per Byte
Following is the pseudo code.
static void scale_voltage_predict( )
{
update_statistics( );
get_GOP_size( );
decode_time= est_decode_time( );
volt=set_volt_predict( decode_time );
set_voltage(volt);
}

void update_statistics( )
{
/* weighted average */
avg_I_DTPB=avg_I_DTPB*(1-weight_factor)+ I_DTPB *weight_factor;
avg_P_DTPB=avg_P_DTPB*(1-weight_factor)+P_DTPB*weight_factor;
avg_B_DTPB=avg_B_DTPB*(1-weight_factor)+ B_DTPB * weight_factor;
}
void get_GOP_size( )
{
I_size = get_GOP_I_size( );
P_size = get_GOP_P_size( );
B_size = get_GOP_B_size( );
}
double est_decode_time( )
{
I_decode_time = I_size * avg_I_DTPB;
P_decode_time = P_size * avg_P_DTPB;
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B_decode_time = B_size * avg_B_DTPB;
return I_decode_time + P_decode_time + B_decode_time;
}
void set_volt_predict( d_time )
{
if((phase==I_PHASE)||(phase==P_PHASE))
balance_factor = I_P_balance;
else if(phase == B_PHASE)
balance_factor = drop_rate*B_balance;
else if(phase == DELAY_PHASE){
balance_factor = delay*DELAY_balance;
/*scaled well, thus no volt. change occurs*/
if(delay<100)
{
/*standard voltage and time are set to current values to adjust to current workload*/
std_voltage = voltage;
std_dtime = d_time;
}
return std_voltage*d_time/std_dtime+ balance_factor;
}

In this algorithm problem is that weight_factor constant value for each MPEG
application and needs to be set before the DVS is started.
The both MPEG algorithm shown good results with power savings from 15% to 80%,
with low number of lost frames, and savings mainly depending on the complicity of
the images.
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In order to validate possible power savings achieved by DVS technique, a platform
based on Intel’s XScale PXA255 was used for the implementation of a DVS
algorithm. The used platform is Arcom’s Viper board [31]. The Viper board is
actually an ultra low power, arm compatible, PXA255 based computer for power
sensitive embedded communications and multimedia applications. The board has
several serial and USB ports and one Ethernet port, as well, which can be used for
communication between a user and the system, Figure 11.

Figure 11 Viper board with Intel PXA255 microprocessor

The operating system, which is originally installed, can be Windows CE 5.0 or Linux
2.6.17. This board was chosen for two reasons. The first is, obviously, the
microprocessor that is meant to be used in a DVS application. The second is the
system itself, because it represent a relatively good model of “real world” system
(the board is not made for specialized application, it is generally purpose computer),
hence, all the conclusions about the things which are necessary for the
implementation of DVS and about the influence on the DVS performance on this
board can be generalized.
In the following paragraphs is detailed description of the used board, its power
supply system and operating system.
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IV. Viper XScale PXA255 board
The Viper board consists of the microprocessor, PXA255, 32KB of data cache, and
32KB of instruction cache. There are 64MB of SDRAM and 32MB of additional Flash
memory. The system can be booted with its File System on the Flash, or as Network
File System, when all the files and data on the remote PC. A system user can accede
to the Flash memory through the Ethernet or Serial, RS-232, connection. The board
does not have its screen, so the “graphical interface” with a user is done through the
user’s PC and Hyper Terminal, if the user uses Windows as his operating system, or
using Minicom or Secure Shell network protocol, for Linux based computers. In
Figure 12 the block diagram of the Viper board [32] is shown.
The power supply of the board is specialized supply form Maxim, MAX1702 [33]. As
it can be seen in Figure 12, this power supply has three outputs. The outputs need to
supply CPU, memory and I/O pins of the board. For a DVS implementation the
most important information is the one about the voltage supply for the core. The
board is originally designed to supply the core from 1.06V to 1.29V, depending on
the applied frequency of the system clock.
To adjust the core’s voltage, CPU needs to write a certain value to the Micropower
DAC from figure 12. The used DAC is LTC1659 DAC and this DAC has a serial
interface with PXA255. The purpose of this DAC is to set the reference for the output
voltage of the MAX1702 core supply. For each change of the reference it is necessary
to send 12 bits. When changing the core voltage it is important to ensure that the
internal CPU clock is set to the correct voltage range. The CPU core supply must be
set to a defined range for a particular clock. In the Table 4 the values of DAC that are
recommended to be used [32] are shown.
DAC Data CPU Core
Hex Value Voltage

Comment

0x000

1.65V

Not recommended to set the VCORE above 1.3V as the
power consumption will increase for no performance benefit

0x325

1.29V

Typical VCORE for peak voltage range at 400 MHz
operation.
Maximum VCORE for medium voltage range at 200MHz

0xDE5

1.1V

Typical VCORE for high voltage range at 300MHz

0xFFF

1.06V

Typical VCORE for low voltage and medium voltage range,
suitable for 100MHz to 200MHz operation

Table 4 – The values of the power supply’s DAC and corresponding supply’s voltage
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Figure 12 – Block diagram of the Viper board
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As it can be seen, by default, the core’s voltage is same in the case of 100MHz and
200MHz system clock.
It is important to know that any change of CPU’s clock frequency means the change
of internal (fINT) and external (fEXT) bus frequency, as well. The internal bus connects
the core and other functional blocks inside the CPU such as I/D-cache unit and the
memory controller whereas the external bus in the target system is connected to
SDRAM (64MB). This correlation yields to conclusion that the frequency of those two
buses has influence on the application performance and execution time. The Table 5
presents the set of possible frequencies, with corresponding default voltages, which
can be used on the Viper board.
fCPU (MHz)
core

fINT (MHz)
internal bus

fEXT (MHz)
external bus

Core voltage
(V)

f1

100

50

100

1.06

f2

200

100

100

1.06

f3

300

100

100

1.1

f4

400

200

100

1.3

Table 5 – The frequencies and the voltages used on the Viper board

Figure 13 shows block diagram of the connection between the CPU, the DAC and the
power supply.

Figure 13 – Block diagram of the connection between the CPU, the DAC and the power supply

Figure 14 presents detailed schematic of the core’s voltage control.
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Figure 14 – Detailed schematic of core’s voltage control

The elements L, C1 and C2 are output filter of the MAX1702, while the desired voltage
is set by resistor divider consisted of R1, R2 and R3. In steady state the voltage
between the pin FB2 and the ground is 0.7V, and should remain between 686mV and
714mV. If there were not be the resistor R3 the output voltage would be:

VOUT = 0.7V * (1 +

R1
)
R2

Because of the additional resistor, the output voltage is given by:

VOUT = 0.7V * (1 +

R1 R1
R
+
) − 1 VDAC
R2 R3
R3

Where VDAC is the output voltage of the D/A converter.
In the case when the voltage of FB2 is beyond its boundaries, the regulator of the
corresponding output voltage thinks that the regulation has been lost and that
output will be shut off and, therefore, CPU will stop its work. This can happen
during the voltage transitions of the output voltage of the DAC. Due to this problem,
voltage transitions must be done step-by-step, not instantly. It is recommended to
use steps of 0x100 at DAC, which is, approximately, 20mV of output voltage. In
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Figure 15 one transition from 1.06V to 1.29V is shown. There can be noticed 13 steps
that are needed for this change.

Figure 15 – Transition of core’s voltage from 1V to 1.3V

The operating system that is used, by default, is Linux 2.6.17. By activating already
made software modules, the user can manually change frequency of the clock and
the voltage of the microprocessor from the command line. On the software level
these changes are done on high level of abstraction. As it was aforementioned, in
order to change frequency of the core’s clock it is necessary to change data in Core
Clock Control Register (CCCR). This register contains information about the
frequency multipliers that are used in order to produce demanded frequency for the
core’s clock. Figure 16 presents Clocks Manager Block diagram with clock
distribution for XScale PXA255.
Of course, the one who wants to change the core’s frequency does not need to know
anything about the CCCR register. The wanted frequency is the only information he
needs. Hence, some software structures as driver, policy and governor for voltage
and frequency changes are made. These structures simplify any frequency/voltage
change from the software level. Figure 17 shows the hierarchy between these
software structures.
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Figure 16 – Block diagram of Clock Manager for Intel’s PXA255

Policy
max_f, max_V
min_f, min_V
Gov_name

Governor
Algorithm
“Intelligence”

Driver
Set_f()
Set_V()

XScale
PXA255

Figure 17 – The hierarchy between software structures for voltage and frequency changes

The driver is the lowest level of abstraction, and its task to communicate directly
with CPU, doing all the “dirty” work. Other structures that can use this driver use
only the functions to give an order for frequency and voltage change, and the driver
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sets the corresponding values in CCCR. Thanks to the structure it is not necessary to
know hexadecimal values that are needed to be written in the register, the driver
does it on assembly level.
The policy is the highest level of interface with a system user. On this level user
makes decision about the minimal and maximal frequency which can be used in the
implemented DVS system and it is necessary to specify which DVS algorithm will be
used. The DVS algorithm is implemented on the level of Governor, which is between
the driver and the policy, and it is a link between these two levels. The Governor
makes decision which frequency within the minimal and maximal should be used.
One DVS system always has one policy, but can have several governors, which can
be changed dynamically depending on users need.
If we look on the block diagram of the software structure hierarchy, we can see
which parts of the system can improve the DVS performance. On the first place is the
algorithm, the governor level. Depending on the algorithm, power savings can differ
significantly. In order not to hold back with CPU’s work, the transitions of voltage
and frequency should be very fast, and if not, this can be seen in lower performance
of the system and its energy consumption without any useful activity. Thus, the
dynamics of the PLL, which is used to generate clock frequency and the core’s power
supply, are something to think about. Unfortunately, the PLL is realized inside the
CPU, so it cannot be improved, but the power supply sure it can be. Hence, the DVS
algorithm and power supply are main constraints in our system.

V. Implemented DVS Algorithm
The implemented DVS algorithm is based on the trade-off between the execution
time and the power savings. By using lower frequencies of the CPU clock, and
therefore lower supply voltages, application’s execution time will increase, but the
energy consumption will be lower. A system user should select the performance loss
of execution time he is willing to sacrifice in order to decrease power consumption.
The proposed algorithm is based on the work in [6] and the main idea is
decomposition of the CPU’s work in order to control the execution time of the
running application. The algorithm needs to estimate the time that the active task
requires to execute instructions inside the CPU only and the time spent by the task in
the communication between the CPU and the memory. The estimation is done using
the model that illustrates the correlation between the execution time of the active
task, its memory activity and CPU frequency, and it is presented in the next
paragraph.
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V.1 Workload decomposition
Execution time, which software program needs, can be represented in term of cycles
per instruction (CPI) and CPUs’ clock frequency as follows [34]:
n

∑ CPI
T=

i

i =1

f

(3)

CPU

where n is the total number of executed instructions, CPIi is the number of CPU clock
cycles for the ith instruction and the CPU’s frequency fCPU. Naturally, this is only in
the case if all the instructions are executed only inside the CPU. The problem rises in
the moment when it is necessary to fetch the data or the instruction that is not in
cache memory. This situation yields to stall cycles of the CPU (cycles when the CPU
is not active) and it is referred as stall cycles due to I/D cache miss or off-chip stall
cycles. While the CPU is halted, the instruction or the data is taken from the memory,
and the time needed for this operation is called off-chip time. Stall cycles can be
produced, as well, by data/control dependency or branch misprediction on CPU.
The stall cycles produced by these events are on-chip stall cycles.
Workload of a task is defined as the sum of the CPIs of all instructions of the
software program, hence the workload of a program can be defined as [6]
avg
avg
avg
W = N ⋅ CPI avg = N ⋅ (CPI 0 + CPI branch
_ miss + CPI stall _ onchip + CPI stall _ offchip )

(4)

where N is the number of instructions, CPI0 is the ideal CPI which is 1 for a singleavg
issue general-purpose microprocessor, CPI branch
_ miss stands for the number of CPU
avg
clock cycles due to branch misprediction overhead, and CPI stall
_ onchip

and

avg
CPI stall
_ offchip are the numbers of CPU clock cycles due to on-chip stalls and off-stalls,

respectively.
Let us define two types of workload: on-chip workload and off-chip workload.
On-chip workload, WON, is the number of CPU clock cycles required to perform the
set of on-chip instructions, which are executed inside the CPU only. The execution
time required to finish WON, TON, depends only on the CPU frequency, fCPU, and it is
calculated as
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T ON =

W ON

(5)

f CPU

Off-chip workload, WOFF, is the number of external clock cycles needed to perform
the set of off-chip accesses. The execution time required to complete WOFF, TOFF,
depends on the external and internal bus frequency, and it is calculated as [6]

T OFF =

(1 − α ) ⋅ W OFF
f

INT

+

α ⋅ W OFF
f

(6)

EXT

where α is a constant and α ∈ (0,1) , fINT and fEXT are internal and external bus clock
frequency, respectively.
TOFF is calculated in this way because of the data fetching mechanism. For example,
data cache miss requires data fetch from external memory and data transfer to the
CPU core. For the first action the frequency of external bus has influence on TOFF
time, and for the second the clock of the internal bus. Therefore, in order to simplify
the model of TOFF time, the α is introduced as the ratio between the time which is
spent due to data transfer on the internal bus and the time spent by the external bus
cycles.
Using earlier definitions, it can be written:
avg
avg
avg
W ON = N ⋅ CPI on
= N ⋅ (CPI 0 + CPI branch
_ miss + CPI stall _ onchip )

(7)

avg
avg
W OFF = N ⋅ CPI stall
_ offchip = M ⋅ CPI off

(8)

avg
where CPI on
is the number of CPU clock cycles per on-chip instruction, M is the
avg
is the number of external clock cycles per an
number of off-chip accesses, and CPI off

of-chip accesses. From these two definitions, the execution time of running task, T, is
presented as:

T = T ON + T OFF =

avg
N ⋅ CPI on

f CPU

+

avg
α ⋅ M ⋅ CPI off

f

INT

+

avg
(1 − α ) ⋅ M ⋅ CPI off

f

EXT

(9)

It is necessary to define next variables, too:
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X=

f

CPU

f

EXT

Y=

f CPU
f

INT
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β=

T OFF
T

ON

=

W OFF
W

ON

⋅ ( Xα + Yα ' ) , α ' = 1 − α

(10)

It can be seen that X represents the ratio of the frequency of the CPU and the
frequency of the external data bus, Y stands for the ratio of the CPU’s frequency and
the frequency of the internal bus and β denominates the ratio of the time needed by
off-chip accesses and the time spent by chip-on instructions.
Using last definitions, it can be written:

T OFF =

W OFF
f CPU

⋅ ( Xα + Yα ' )

(11)

Due to the increased execution time it is necessary to define the application’s
performance loss as follows:

PF =

T f CPU
T f CPU

−1

(12)

MAX

PF ⋅ T f CPU = T f CPU − T f CPU
MAX

where

(13)

MAX

T f CPU stand for the execution time at the CPU’s maximum frequency, and
MAX

T f CPU is the execution time at the CPU frequency of fCPU. Thus, PF shows how much
the execution time of the tested application is longer than the time when the
application is executed with maximal speed. For example, in the case of PF=0,2,
execution time of the application with the frequency of CPU’s clock of fCPU is 20%
longer than the time in the case when the maximal frequency is applied.
The key idea of the algorithm is to estimate T ON
and
CPU
f

MAX

T OFF
T ON

or β, as it is defined in

equation 10. Using these two estimated values it is possible to estimate

T f CPU . In [6]
MAX

is proposed an algorithm where the estimation is done using statistic data from the
microprocessor. Data such as number of data cache misses (DPI), number of stall
cycles (SPI) and number of executed instructions per instruction (CPI). In this work is
presented similar algorithm as in [6], but with a model of execution time that has in
mind the relationship between the frequencies of the CPU clock, external and
internal bus. Additionally, the solution in this work has in mind hardware
limitations, i.e. finite number of possible frequencies that can be chosen. The finite
number of CPU frequencies is recompensed by the feed back information about the
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estimated execution time made after the CPU frequency is chosen. In the solutions
from [5] and [6], the algorithm works in the open loop, without the feedback. Figure
18 shows the block diagram of the proposed algorithm.

Figure 18 – The block diagram of the proposed algorithm

Very important step is to make a presumption that used statistics does not have a
very high dynamic. In another words, if we observe the running task in one time
period, its statistic in that period will be, more or less, similar to its statistics from the
next period. As it can be seen, the algorithm is trying to foresee the activity of the
tested application looking in its past and apparently every time when there is huge
change of activity it will make an error in prediction. This error is one of the
have been
drawbacks of this algorithm. So, let us presume that β and T ON
CPU
f

MAX

estimated, and therefore T f CPU (the algorithm how it is done will be explained later).
MAX

If so, for a desired performance loss, PF, and estimated T f CPU (it will be denoted as
MAX

T

'
f CPU
MAX

) it can be written:

PF ⋅ T f' CPU = T f CPU − T f CPU
MAX

(14)

MAX

Doing this, the “past” of the active application is separated on the left side of the
equation and the “future” is on the right side.
Now it is necessary to calculate fCPU for the given PF and estimated β.
For a given WOFF and using the data from table 5 and equations (6), (10) and (11), as
well, it can be written:

T

OFF
f CPU
MAX

=T

OFF

⋅

f CPU
CPU
f MAX

⋅

4 ⋅α + 2 ⋅α '
X ⋅α + Y ⋅α '

=β⋅

W ON
f CPU

⋅

f CPU
CPU
f MAX

⋅

4 ⋅α + 2 ⋅α '
X ⋅α + Y ⋅α '

(15)
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where TOFF is the off-chip time of the application when fCPU is used as a core’s clock
frequency and X and Y are corresponding ratios of internal and external bus
frequencies and the core’s frequency, as earlier defined.
Developing the left side of equation (14) and using equations (5), (6) and (15), it is
obtained:

PF ⋅ T f' CPU = PF ⋅ (
MAX

W ON
CPU
f MAX

+β⋅

W ON
CPU
f MAX

⋅

4α + 2α '

X 'α + Y 'α

) = PF ⋅
'

W ON
CPU
f MAX

⋅ (1 + β ⋅

4α + 2α '

X 'α + Y 'α '

)

(16)

For example, let us assume that the estimated values of β and T ON
are 4.56 and
CPU
f

MAX

1.8ms respectively and that in the time quantum of 10ms (when the statistics data
were collected and the estimation was done) the CPU frequency was 300MHz and
that α of the tested application is 0.9. Having in mind these information and the data
from the table 5, T f' CPU is estimated, using equations (9) and ( 16):
MAX

300MHz
4 ⋅ 0.9 + 2 ⋅ 0.1
⋅ (1 + 4.56 ⋅
) = 9.1476ms
400 MHz
3 ⋅ 0.9 + 3 ⋅ 0.1

T f' CPU = 1.8ms ⋅
MAX

This means that the workload that was processed in 10ms with 300MHz system clock
would have been processed in 9.1476ms if the frequency of 400MHz had been used.
Multiplying this value with demanded time performance loss we obtain the amount
of time for which we need to slow down the application in the next time quantum. If
the PF is 40% that means that we need to choose frequency which will process the
same workload 3,659ms slower comparing with the time needed when the maximal
frequency of the CPU clock is applied.
Next step is to calculate the needed frequency.
Developing the right side of (14) using equations (5), (6) and the data from table 5:

T f CPU − T f CPU =
MAX

W ON
f

CPU

T f CPU − T f CPU =
MAX

−

W ON
CPU
f MAX

W ON
f

CPU

−

+

W OFF
f

CPU

W ON
CPU
f MAX

⋅ ( Xα + Yα ' ) −

+β⋅

W ON
f

CPU

−β ⋅

W OFF
CPU
f MAX

⋅ (4α + 2α ' )

W ON 4α + 2α '
CPU
f MAX
Xα + Yα '

(17)

(18)

Joining the developed sides of equation (14):
PF ⋅

W ON
CPU
f MAX

⋅ (1 + β ⋅

4α + 2α '
X 'α + Y 'α

)=
'

W ON
f CPU

−

W ON
CPU
f MAX

+β⋅

W ON
f CPU

−β⋅

W ON 4α + 2α '
CPU
f MAX
Xα + Yα '

(19)
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PF ⋅ (1 + β ⋅

4α + 2α '
X 'α + Y 'α

)=
'

PF + 1 + β ⋅ (4α + 2α ' )[

f CPU =

CPU
f MAX

f CPU

−1+ β ⋅

PF
X 'α + Y 'α '

+

CPU
f MAX

f CPU
1

Xα + Yα

−β ⋅

]=
'

4α + 2α '
Xα + Yα '

CPU
f MAX

f CPU

(1 + β )

CPU
(1 + β )
f MAX
1
PF
PF + 1 + β (4α + 2α ' )( '
)
+
' '
X α +Y α
Xα + Yα '

(20)

(21)

(22)

The final equation, that expresses fCPU needed for the given PF and estimated β,
clearly shows the influence of internal and external bus on the frequency that should
be elected. In [6] the influence of these two buses is neglected and fCPU is calculated as
follows

f

CPU

=

CPU
f MAX

1 + PF(1 + β

CPU
f MAX

f

CPU

(23)

)

Thus, estimating β, and knowing the performance loss we are willing to sacrifice we
are able to calculate the frequency of the CPU’s clock by the formula (22).
Proposed
frequency
(MHz)

X

Y

The error made by electing the proposed frequency
(MHz)

100

1

2

23

200

2

2

37

300

3

3

107

400

4

2

192

Table 6 – The error made by electing the frequency of the CPU clock that is the closet to the theoretical
value

When the frequency is calculated, the next step is to choose the frequency of the CPU
clock that is the most approximate to the calculated one. The equation (22) is not
given in explicit form, because on its left side is the frequency of the CPU, and on its
right side X and Y that depend on that frequency. Hence, the frequency that should
be elected is the one that has the minimal error defined as:
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error = f

CPU

−
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CPU
f MAX
(1 + β )
PF
1
+
PF + 1 + β (4α + 2α ' )( '
)
X α + Y 'α ' Xα + Yα '

(24)

For example, if the demanded time performance loss were 40%, α of the tested
application were 0.9, the CPU frequency in the last quantum were 300MHz and
estimated β were 1.15 we would choose 100MHz , Table 6.

V.2 Algorithm to estimate T ON
and β
CPU
f

MAX

In order to estimate T ON
and β it is, actually, necessary to estimate W ON and W OFF
CPU
f

MAX

for an observed period of time. This estimation is done using the statistics about the
activity of running task. XScale family of microprocessors is supplied with
Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) which is consists of two programmable
counters. The PMU supports monitoring of 15 performance events including cache
misses, number of stall cycles and number of executed instructions. The overhead for
accessing the PMU is 1µs and for this implementation can be ignored. Only
limitation is that due to counters only two events can be monitored. Except those two
programmable counters, there is the third one, which always counts the number of
clock cycles within a desired period of time (CCNT).
As it was said, earlier, there are three important events to be monitored:
• number of executed instructions (INSTR), needed to obtain the value of CPI
• number of stall cycles (STALL), the number of on-chip and of-chip CPU cycles
• number of data cache misses (DMISS)
If it was used XScale 80200 it would be enough to use only INSTR and DMISS [5].
The architecture of XScale PXA255 permits “miss-under-miss”. When a data cache
miss requests data in the same cache line as a previous data cache miss event, then
an external memory access does not occur for the current data cache miss, but it is
counted as it was done.
Due to the limitation of number observed events, the PMU will be read twice in
observed quantum of time. In the begging of each quantum of time first will be read
INST, STALL and CCNT. When the half of the quantum has passed, the value of
DMISS and CCNT will be read. It is presumed that the CPU statistics from one half
of quantum are the same in the whole quantum. In figure 19 DMISS in time for a
“gzip” application is presented. The red trace is DPI taken each 10ms, and the blue
one is DPI taken each 5ms. It can be seen that there are no significant difference
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between those two traces, except that the peak values of the blue trace are little bit
higher, due to lower averaging time. Hence, we can conclude that our presumption
can be used for this application.

Figure 19 – Time diagram of DPI taken for gzip application with periods of 10ms (the red trace) and
5ms (the blue trace)

As it was before presented, for CPIavg stands:
avg
avg
avg
CPI avg = CPI 0 + CPI branch
_ miss + CPI stall _ onchip + CPI stall _ offchip

(24)

avg
avg
CPI avg = CPI 0 + CPI branch
≅ 1 + SPI avg
_ miss + SPI

(25)

Using CCNT, STALL and INSTR it can be calculated following:

CPI avg =

CCNT
INSTR

SPI avg =

STALL
INSTR

(26)

Figure 20 presents the dependency between CPIavg and SPIavg for “gzip” application.
Each point represents one reading of PMU. The linearity and congruence with theory
is obvious.
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Figure 20 – Relationship between CPI and SPI for gzip application

The interception of the interpolated line and CPI axis is equal to average on-chip CPI
min

without any stall cycles and will be denoted as CPI on . The slope value and the
value of intersection between the obtained line and CPI axis are calculated using
regression equation. For linear functions given by y=b*x+c, the coefficients b and c at
instant (quantum) t, using last N measures of x and y, are calculated as:
t − N +1

N ⋅(

t − N +1
i

i

i

i =t

b=

t − N +1

N ⋅(

∑

xi2 ) − (

i

where

t − N +1

(

i

N

(27)

2

i =t

∑y )
i =t

i =t

∑x )

t − N +1

(

i

i =t
t − N +1

i =t

c=

t − N +1

∑ x ⋅ y ) − ( ∑ x )⋅( ∑ y )

−b⋅

∑x )
i

(28)

i =t

N

t ≥ N , xi and yi stand for SPIavg and CPIavg at ith quantum, respectively.
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avg
min
avg
avg
To obtain CPI on = CPI on + SPI on it is required to extract SPI on from SPI

avg

.

In [6] was explained how this can be done using the information about the
avg
quantum’s DMISS. The variables used for the extraction of CPI on are shown in
max
avg
Figure 21. CPI on is the lowest value of CPI on obtained during the application’s
execution.

avg
If there is not any data cache miss or they are low, the value of CPI on is close to
max
CPI on
because all the stall cycles comes from the CPU. In contrary, when the value

avg
min
avg
of data cache misses is high, CPI on is close to CPI on . Thus, CPI on always will
min
max
be between CPI on and CPI on , depending on the data cache miss rate and it is

avg
necessary to obtain CPI on using the information about DPIavg. DPIavg is calculated
as:

DPI avg =

DMISS
INSTR

(29)

min
max
In [6] it is proposed to divide the range between CPI on and CPI on uniformly and
avg

depending on the value of DPIavg select one value from that range for CPI on . It is
not directly explained the correspondence between the value of DPIavg and selected
avg
CPI on
. The extraction of DPIavg in this implementation is done as follows:

∆DPI = max DPI − min DPI
runDPI i = DPI i − min DPI

runDPI
∆DPI
max
min
− procDPI ⋅ (CPI on
− CPI on
)

(30)

procDPI =
avg
max
= CPI on
CPI on

(31)

where runDPIi is DPI from the last quantum, maxDPI and minDPI are maximum and
minimum values of DPI in last N quanta.
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Figure 21 – Variables used for extraction of

avg
CPI on

avg
Once, having CPI on , and therefore T ON
, it is possible to estimate β, and indirectly,
CPU
f

T f CPU , for the
MAX

MAX

ith quantum.

β=

T OFF
T

ON

=

T quantum − T ON
T

ON

=

T quantum
T

ON

−1=

CPI i
avg
CPI on

−1

(32)

This value was the last one needed to estimate CPU frequency for the given
performance loss.

VI. The implementation of the proposed DVS Algorithm
In the previous chapter was explained the theoretical part of the proposed algorithm.
The topic of this chapter will be the implementation itself. As it was earlier said, the
operating system that is used is Linux based. The algorithm itself is meant to be
made as a periodic task. Linux operating system cannot offer any guarantee about
the timings needed by the algorithm. Hence, Real Time Linux (RTLinux) is used as
the operating system, and the DVS algorithm is implemented as one of real time
modules that can be activated or deactivated at any time. RTLinux supports hard
real-time (deterministic) operation through interrupt control between the hardware
and the operating system. Interrupts needed for deterministic processing are
processed by the real-time core, while other interrupts are forwarded to the non-real
time operating system. The operating system (Linux) runs as a low priority thread.
Figure 22 presents the layer architecture of RTLinux and its relationship with Linux
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and real time modules. As it can be seen, the user’s application are executed on the
level of Linux operating system, and real time modules are executed on the same
level, but with higher level of priority. RTLinux role is just to provide “real time”
and to schedule given processes.
The period of collecting the data is a variable and the number of measurements used
to calculate the beta, as well. Another problem was calculating the values from the
algorithm, i.e. the problem was the process of real number division. The
programming of real time module is done on very low level of abstraction, hence the
mathematical functions for multiplication and division of real numbers cannot be
used. All operations are done on integers. Due to this, all the input values are
multiplied or divided with certain values in order to perform the calculus from the
algorithm. Tables 7 and 8 show the values that were used in order to scale the
algorithm’s input values.
Once the algorithm was implemented and debugged, the next task was to provide
means to measure application’s execution time and energy consumption. Linux and
RTLinux operating systems are based on the logic of pre-emption and priority levels
of active application and the applications that are waiting in the queue. Each active
process can be interrupted and be put in the waiting queue if a process with higher
priority is activated. Due to this, it is important to distinguish the moments when the
tested application is active from the moments when it is not. The only place where it
can be done is the scheduler of the Linux operating system. Hence, in the part of
kernel whose role is scheduling of active processes is implemented little filter.
Whenever the tested application is activated, one of the XScale I/O pins is activated
as well and set to logical 1. When the tested application is pre-empted by the high
priority level process, this pin is set to logical 0. Measuring the time when the pin is
active the application execution time is determined. Figure 23 shows a typical
activity of application and its preemption by other active processes.

Variable

Constant used for scaling

CCNT

10

INSTR1

0.1

STALL

100

DMISS

10000

Table 7 – Variables that were scaled during the implementation
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Variable

Number of decimal
places obtained

CPI=(CCNT/INSTR1)

2

SPI=(STALL/INSTR1)

3

DPI=(DMISS/INSTR2)

6

Table 8 – The number of decimal places for application’s variables obtained by scaling input data

Figure 22 - Block diagram of RT Linux layer architecture

Figure 23 – Application’s activity in time
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This way of measurement is validated by using the time command (time [options]
command [arguments...]). The time command runs the specified program command
with the given arguments. When command finishes, time writes a message to standard
output giving timing statistics about this program run. These statistics consist of: the
elapsed real time between invocation and termination, the user CPU time and the
system CPU time. The application’s execution time is equal to the sum of user CPU
time and system CPU time, and the same value was measured by the
aforementioned method. Although the execution time could be measured using the
time command, the proposed method has more profound (bigger) importance. As it
was earlier said, the consumed energy is measured as well. It is measured using
oscilloscope’s voltage and current probes. Multiplying the values of CPU’s voltage
and current, we can know the power needed by the CPU’s core. The multiplication
of the power needed by the CPU and the logic signal, which is used to show
application’s activity, represents the energy consumed by the tested application.
It is in our interest to measure the time needed by the proposed algorithm and the
energy needed for the voltage/frequency transitions. Hence, in order to measure the
time, the same logic is applied as before, but this time the corresponding pin is
set/reset whenever the algorithm is active/inactive, respectively, and the energy is
calculated as before.
Using the proposed method and the control signals it is not necessary to know the
priority level of tested application, as the control signal shows us when the tested
application is active.
The last obstacle for the implementation of the algorithm is that there is a finite set of
CPU frequencies. The algorithm calculates frequency of CPU that should be applied,
but, because of the finite set of the CPU frequencies, the applied frequency is the one
that is the closest one. Thus, there is an error in actual performance loss and this
should be compensated. The compensation is done by recalculating the PFDEMANDED –
PFfor_elected_frequency, using the formula 20, and adding this value to PFDEMANDED before
the next voltage/frequency change. For example, if the algorithm demands CPU
frequency of 175 MHz, first is applied the frequency of 200 MHz, because it is the
closest one, and then the one of 100 MHz , because the task will run faster than it is
wanted so it is necessary to slow down the CPU. The algorithm would do it in the
manner that the application lasts as if it was running 175 MHz all the time.
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The experiments were conducted on three applications:
• gzip, application for file compression/decompression (a notepad file of 800kB
was compressed)
• cjpeg, application for image compression (for example, from bmp format to jpg
format)
• bfish, application for encryption of files
The control of execution time was first to be tested. The period of voltage/frequency
changes was set to 20ms, and last 15 measurements of CPU’s statistics were taken
into account to estimate CPU’s activity. In figure 24 the actual performance loss of
the system is shown. It can be seen that is very close to the values that are
demanded, all values are in ±5% of PFDEMANDED. Figure 25 presents obtained energy
saving and it can be noticed that energy savings are asymptotically drawing near
certain value. The reason for this is that energy savings cannot be higher than in the
case of the minimal CPU frequency. By increasing PFDEMANDED, the average CPU
frequency is getting closer to 100 MHz, so that energy savings are drawing near the
maximum savings.

Figure 24 - Actual vs. demanded time performance loss
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Figure 25 - Energy savings vs. demanded time performance loss

Figure 26 shows that without earlier mentioned compensation some values of
Performance Loss cannot be correctly accomplished, for instance, when the
demanded PF is 50% or 60%, the difference between the compensated algorithm and
the algorithm without compensation is about 10%.
The time and the energy spent during transitions frequency/voltage should be
negligible. In figures 27 and 28 the time of execution and the consumed energy of the
proposed DVS algorithm are shown. The presented values are calculated regarding
the time/energy of the tested application at the maximum speed. The maximum
values are no higher than 5% of application’s performance and energy, respectively.
Each transition time is composed of the time needed for the voltage change and the
time spent by PLL to lock to the new frequency. By measuring the times of the
transitions it is determined that, approximately, 80% of the time needed by one
transitions is spent by PLL. In order to see the influence of the power supply’s
dynamics we measured time and energy needed by the algorithm for two cases of its
slew rate. In figures 29 and 30 is shown that because of the strong influence of PLL
the dynamic of the power supply does not have great influence on the execution time
and consumed energy of the algorithm.
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Figure 26 – Compensated algorithm vs. algorithm without compensation

Figure 27 - Additional DVS time vs. demanded time performance loss

Figure 28 – Additional DVS energy vs. demanded time performance loss
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Figure 29 – Additional DVS time for different slew rates of the power supply

Figure 30 – Additional DVS energy for different slew rates of the power supply
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VII. Problems of the proposed algorithm
As it was afore mentioned in the chapter about the theoretical background of
algorithm, the time needed for off chip activities is estimated using a constant α. The
value of the constant is evaluated by conducting a series of experiment in order to
find the best value that would suite to whole range of PFWANTED. Table 9 shows the
values of α which were used for the tested applications.
Application

α

α' (1-α)

Cjpeg

0.90 for 800kB txt file
0.80 for 2MB txt file
0.95

0.10 for 800kB txt file
0.20 for 2MB txt file
0.05

Bfish

0.97

0.03

Gzip

Table 9 – Optimal value of α for tested applications

Hence, before applying the algorithm it is necessary to characterize the application
and find the optimum α. Obviously, this is a drawback of the proposed algorithm.
Even more, we found out that for the same application we need to adjust the value of
α depending on the type of file that application uses as the object of its algorithm.
For example, compression of a file filled with ASCII code (txt files) needs α of 0.95,
and in the case of the same compression, but this time of an Acrobat Reader file
(pdf), we could not find optimum value of α for all the range of PFWANTED. The results
of the performance control for this case are presented in figure 31.
Similar problem we found out trying to compress a black and white photo to jpg
format. The main cause of this problem can be in the statistics of the tested
application. If we compare the statistics for gzip application in the case when we
want to compress a txt file and when we want to compress a pdf file, we can see a
significant difference between these two processes. In figures 32 and 33 are presented
CPI vs. SPI diagrams and CPI vs. time for gzip in those two cases.

Figure 31 - Actual vs. demanded time performance loss for gzip applied to a pdf file
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Figure 32 - Relationship between CPI and SPI when the algorithm does not work very well

Figure 33 – CPI dynamic in time when the algorithm does not work very well

It looks like that CPU’s activity during the compression of a pdf file is not high, so
the algorithm uses high frequencies although relatively high PF is demanded.
Because of low CPU activity, it was clear that the model for time off chip was
inaccurate, that some part of the application’s activity was not taken into account.
Very similar difference we saw in the case of jpeg application, when we tried to
compress a “regular” 16-bit photo on one side and a black and white photo on the
other.
Due to this, we conducted a set of tests whose actions were strictly correlated with
file management on the given flash disk. Figures 34 and 35 present CPI vs. SPI and
CPI vs. time in the case of copy command. An 800 kB file was copied several times,
one time after another and its statistics was taken.
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Figure 34 – CPI vs. SPI in the case of the “copy” command

Figure 35 - CPI dynamic in the case of the “copy” command

As it can be seen, the activity of this command is very similar to the activity of the
gzip application and a pdf file. This led to assumption that all the problems were
because the algorithm did not model the time needed to read a source file, and later
to write the results to an output file. Having in mind how the problem was found,
trying to compress a file that is already compressed (there can be seen a significant
difference in size of a pdf file made of any doc or txt file) or to compress a black and
white photo, it looks like that the assumption could be right. It seems that the
application is not high active because it does not have to do a lot of processing, hence
all the activity is adjusted to read the input file and, then, to write to the output file
(similar to the copy command). Anyway, this assumption true or not, it has to be
tested more studiously with a good test bench.
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Next challenge was to find the optimum period to take the CPU’s statistics and
change voltage and frequency. After doing several tests, we found that it is necessary
to use a period that is at least one order of magnitude bigger than the time needed
for voltage/frequency transition. For example, in the case of period 5 ms we needed
to adjust the vale of α for several ranges of PFDEMANDED. In the case of bfish optimal α
was changing its values from 0.75 for PFDEMANDED of 10% to 30% and then it was 0.85
for PFDEMANDED of 40% to 70%. Due to the definition of α, its value should be the
same for each PFDEMANDED. Hence, the period was being risen until it was possible to
find unique α for a range of interest of PFDEMANDED. This could be explained that it is
necessary to take a certain amount of information about CPU’s activity in order to
make good averaging of its activity level. If the period is small, the algorithm will try
to adjust necessary voltage and frequency for each peak of activity or each fall of
activity and it will make error, because the decision is made based on the statistics of
time slice that has just passed. With a period sufficiently big, the peaks and falls of
activity cannot influence heavily.
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Conclusions
In this work, a DVS algorithm is presented. It is based on estimating the level of
CPU’s activity by measuring its statistics data (cycles per instruction, stall cycles per
instruction and data cache misses per instruction) and trade off between time
execution and energy needed by the application. Due to its nature to “predict” future
by “looking” into past it is often addressed as a “history algorithm”. The algorithms
based on this idea are not suitable for DVS implementation on real time systems,
because they cannot guarantee strict time execution that is needed for these systems.
The proposed algorithm is implemented on a hardware platform with Intel XScale
PXA255 microprocessor and Linux based operating system. The algorithm it self is
made in such a way that system user can activate/deactivate it when he want it. This
modularity is provided by implementing the algorithm as another system module.
The implemented algorithm is aware of the limits of the hardware platform, it uses
only four frequencies for the system clock and four voltages for the CPU’s core and it
limits the maximal speed of change for core voltage reference in order to work
properly after the voltage change [32].
The proposed DVS algorithm is tested with several applications that are often used
on microprocessor platforms. The tested applications are used to compress files
(gzip), compress photos (cjpeg) or to encrypt a file (bfish). Applying the proposed
DVS algorithm with mentioned applications, we came to next conclusions:
•

It is possible to achieve up to 50% of energy savings with 50% of time
performance loss.

•

The control of desired execution time is relatively good; the error is not
bigger than ±5% of time needed at maximum frequency.

•

The additional energy and time needed by the algorithm and
voltage/frequency transitions are below 2% of the energy and time spent by
the tested application at the maximum frequency.

•

It is necessary to implement the algorithm with the closed loop, where the
present PF is the feedback signal. If not, due to the limited number of
frequencies of system clock the error in performance can be very big.

•

The period of voltage and frequency changes needs to be sufficiently big to
estimate average activity of the microprocessor. In the case of small time
periods the peaks of applications activity are very dominant and can lead
algorithm to bad performance. When the period is big enough these peaks
are filtered and the average activity is better estimated.
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•

Due to strong dependency of the algorithm on the measured statistics, it is
necessary to characterize the applications that will be used within the DVS
system. The purpose of the application’s characterization is adjustment of
the model that is used in the algorithm. The adjustment of the model is one
of the drawbacks of this algorithm.

•

Another problem is bad behavior of the algorithm when there is no high
CPU activity. This problem is yet to be solved.

We tried to see if there was relationship between the energy savings and power
supply’s dynamic. The algorithm was tested in two cases. First, when the slew rate of
the power supply was 2V/ms and then with the slew rate of 6V/ms. The energy
spent by the algorithm in both cases was practically the same, so we did not see any
difference between those two cases of slew rate. Nevertheless, this was expected
having in mind the period of voltage/frequency changes and comparing the
dynamic of PLL that is inside the CPU with the dynamic of the power supply. Due to
large time intervals needed by the PLL to lock it self at certain frequency, we came to
conclusion that for this implementation of DVS idea fast power supply is not of
crucial significance. What it is important is a good theoretical model of the system.
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Future work
The algorithm should be resistive on the application that it is tested and the type of
data that is processed. Due to this, it is necessary to improve the algorithm to make
the estimation of the value of α and to make better model of off-chip time.
The proposed algorithm can be related to the, so-called, “history” algorithms. It
cannot be used in real time system where is necessary to obey time restrictions. One
possibility for future work can be an algorithm for real time systems on the given
hardware platform.
We conducted some experiments with FPGA chips and selected them as a possible
platform for DVS idea. Figures 36 and 37 show maximal frequency of FPGA’s clock
for different core’s voltages and possible energy savings if this technique is used.

Figure 36 – Maximal frequency for different core’s voltages
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Figure 37 – Possible energy savings if DVS is applied
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